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his body and of what happens to it, the way it receives, what
comes and all that — oh! it is misery. When one lives in the
consciousness of others, of what they want, what they need,
their relation with you — it is misery! But if you live in the
Divine Presence and if the Divine does all, sees all, is all... it is
Peace — it is Peace — time has no more duration, everything is
easy and... it is not that one feels a joy nor that one feels... it is not
that, it is the Divine who is there. And that is the only solution.
And it is towards that that the world is moving: towards the
Consciousness of the Divine — the Divine who does, the Divine
who is, the Divine... And then identically the same circumstances
(I do not speak of different circumstances), identically the same
circumstances (this is my experience of these days, so concrete!)
— the day before yesterday I was quite unwell, and yesterday the
circumstances were the same, my body was in the same state,
everything the same and... all was peaceful.

Of this I am absolutely convinced.
This explains everything. This explains everything, every-

thing, everything.
The world is the same — it is seen and felt in an absolutely

opposite way.
Everything is a phenomenon of consciousness — everything.

Only, not this consciousness, neither this one nor that one; it is
not that. It is our way, the human way of being conscious, or the
divine way of being conscious. There you are. The whole matter
is there. And I am absolutely convinced.

(Silence)

After all, the world is as it should be at every instant.

Yes.

It is we who see it wrongly or feel it wrongly or receive
it wrongly.
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